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Abstract

This research delves into the unexpected connection between the number of hazardous material removal 
workers in Kansas and Google searches for the popular educational YouTube channel '3Blue1Brown'. 
Through meticulous data analysis using information from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and Google 
Trends, we've unearthed a correlation coefficient of 0.7871195 and a p-value less than 0.01 for the period 
spanning from 2007 to 2022. As we explored this correlation, we couldn't help but ponder the pun-laden 
implications of hazardous material removal workers being drawn to the enlightening videos of 
3Blue1Brown, perhaps adding a splash of color theory to their hazardous material experiences. Could it 
be that after a long day of handling hazardous materials, these workers turn to '3Blue1Brown' to add 
some bright mathematical concepts to their heavy day? This research is not only about uncovering 
statistical relationships, but also about appreciating the whimsical connections that emerge in unexpected
places. After all, what's the use of data if we can't have a little fun with it?
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1. Introduction

The  correlation  between  seemingly
unrelated  phenomena  has  long  intrigued

researchers and sparked many a scientific
quip. From the classic "correlation does not
imply  causation"  to  the  timeless  "did  you
hear about the statistician who drowned in a
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lake with an average depth of 3 feet?", the
allure  of  uncovering  unexpected
connections  never  fails  to  amuse  and
perplex in equal measure.

In  the  realm  of  occupational  trends  and
online search behavior, the juxtaposition of
hazardous  material  removal  workers  in
Kansas  and  the  Google  searches  for
'3Blue1Brown'  serves  as  one  such
enigmatic  correlation.  It  beckons  us  to
ponder the notion that  amidst  the perilous
world of hazardous materials, there exists a
yearning  for  the  colorful  world  of
mathematical  enlightenment.  One  might
even say it adds some "chemical X" to the
equation  -  Powerpuff  Girls  reference  fully
intended.

As we embarked upon this investigation, we
endeavored to approach the data with the
seriousness  expected  of  scholarly  inquiry,
all the while resisting the temptation to drop
easter  egg puns at  every turn.  Of  course,
we couldn't resist entirely, as evidenced by
the tongue-in-cheek title of  this paper.  But
with statistics in hand and a touch of levity,
we  set  out  to  unravel  this  curious
connection, much like a hazardous material
removal  worker  untangles  a  confounding
knot  of  pipes  -  only,  in  a  much  less
hazardous  manner  and  with  significantly
fewer rubber gloves.

Now,  some  may  raise  an  eyebrow at  the
prospect  of  such  an  unconventional
correlation,  but  we  assure  you  that  our
findings  are  rooted  in  precise  statistical
methods and a healthy dose of good humor.
After all, statistics without humor are simply
data without the wit - or, dare we say, "data
without the dad-a".

2. Literature Review

In  Smith's  seminal  study,  "Occupational
Trends  in  Hazardous  Material
Management,"  the  authors  investigate  the
fluctuating  trends  in  hazardous  material

removal  workers  across  various  states  in
the U.S. over the past two decades. Their
rigorous  analysis  reveals  a  consistent
increase  in  hazardous  material  removal
workers  in  Kansas,  which  has  prompted
further inquiries into the underlying factors
driving this occupational shift.

Doe  et  al.  explore  the  impact  of  online
search  behavior  on  occupational
preferences in "Online Search Patterns and
Occupational  Choices."  Their  findings
highlight  a  curious  surge  in  Google
searches for '3Blue1Brown' coinciding with
the  rise  in  hazardous  material  removal
workers  in  Kansas.  This  surprising
correlation  sparks  intrigue  and  prompts
further  investigation  into  the  potential
interplay  between  online  content
consumption and professional pursuits.

Now,  let's  not  jump  to  hazardous
conclusions,  but  this  correlation  may  just
"clean  up"  in  the  realm  of  unexpected
occupational  trends!  Get  it?  Hazardous
material  removal  workers?  Cleaning  up?
Okay, I'll show myself out.

In  the  non-fiction  book  "Chemical  Chaos:
Understanding  the  World  of  Hazardous
Materials"  by  Dr.  Emily  Jones,  the  author
provides a comprehensive exploration of the
hazardous  material  management  industry,
shedding  light  on  the  challenges  and
complexities faced by workers in this field.
The  juxtaposition  of  hazardous  material
handling and mathematical inquiries may at
first  seem incongruous,  but as we unravel
this  correlation,  we'll  find  that  there  may
indeed be method to this madness.

In  "The  Art  of  Mathematics:  Exploring
Beauty  in  Numbers"  by  Professor  Alan
Lightman,  the  enchanting  world  of
mathematical  concepts  and  visual
representations takes center stage. It's not
a  stretch  to  imagine  that  the  captivating
allure  of  '3Blue1Brown'  and  its  engaging
mathematical explanations could serve as a
welcome reprieve for individuals immersed
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in  the  demanding  and,  dare  we  say,
hazardous world of material removal work.

Turning  to  the  fiction  realm,  the  novel
"Chemical  Equations  and  Chromatic
Calculations" by Leslie Carver spins a tale
of  unexpected connections and intellectual
revelations,  mirroring  the  serendipitous
correlation  we're  uncovering  between
hazardous  material  removal  workers  and
'3Blue1Brown' enthusiasts. Fact and fiction
intertwine in ways that tickle the imagination
and,  if  we're lucky,  maybe even the funny
bone.

Now, for a quick pivot to childhood nostalgia
– who else here remembers the animated
show "Captain Planet and the Planeteers"?
With its  eco-friendly  message and themes
of  environmental  stewardship,  it's  no
wonder  that  individuals  engaged  in
hazardous material  removal  may also find
solace  in  the  colorful  world  of
'3Blue1Brown'. It's like bringing a little bit of
"heart" to the hazmat site, don't you think?
Can't resist a good Planeteers reference!

Building on this train of thought, the iconic
series  "Bill  Nye  the  Science  Guy"  sparks
memories  of  enthusiastic  scientific
exploration and a dash of quirky humor. The
potential  overlap  between  fans  of
'3Blue1Brown'  and  the  hazmat  workforce
may just offer a delightful blend of education
and  levity,  akin  to  the  whimsical
experiments and zany antics of everyone's
favorite science guy.

In  essence,  the  interplay  between
hazardous  material  removal  workers  and
the fascination with '3Blue1Brown' beckons
us to embrace the unexpected and revel in
the  delightful  absurdity  of  statistical
correlations. So, let's strap on our statistical
safety  goggles,  folks,  and  prepare  to
navigate  the  hazardous  yet  humorous
terrain  of  occupational  trends  and  online
curiosities!

3. Our approach & methods

To  investigate  the  peculiar  relationship
between the number of hazardous material
removal  workers  in  Kansas  and  Google
searches for '3Blue1Brown', we employed a
combination  of  data  collection,  statistical
analysis,  and  a  sprinkle  of  good-natured
skepticism.

Data Collection:

We sourced our labor force data from the
Bureau  of  Labor  Statistics,  extracting  the
number  of  hazardous  material  removal
workers in Kansas from 2007 to 2022. For
the online search behavior component, we
turned  to  Google  Trends,  capturing  the
relative  search  interest  for  '3Blue1Brown'
over  the  same  time  period.  Our  data
collection was as thorough as a hazardous
material removal worker's hazmat suit - no
gaps to be found!

To ensure the integrity of  our findings,  we
cross-referenced  these  primary  sources
with  secondary  data  from  reputable
sources,  because  when  it  comes  to
research, it's always better to have multiple
layers of protection, just like a hazmat suit. 

Statistical Analysis:

With  our  data  in  hand,  we  performed  a
rigorous  statistical  analysis  to  unravel  the
mysteries of this correlation. We calculated
the correlation coefficient and applied a two-
tailed significance test  to determine the p-
value, yielding a statistical measure of the
strength and significance of the relationship
between  hazardous  material  workers  and
3Blue1Brown enthusiasts. Let's just say we
ran  those  statistical  analyses  more  times
than a dad tells dad jokes at a barbecue -
until  we were confident  in  the reliability  of
our results.

Our statistical methods were as precise as a
hazardous  material  removal  worker
handling  delicate  materials,  ensuring  that
our  findings  were  robust  and  resistant  to
statistical contamination. 
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Now,  let's  not  forget  the  simultaneous
handling  of  online  search  behavior  data,
because  when  it  comes  to  combining
variables, we didn't want to leave any stone
unturned,  or  any  hazardous  material
unchecked.

Amidst  the  serious  statistical  maneuvers,
we maintained a lighthearted spirit, injecting
our analysis with a dash of humor. But don't
worry, we didn't  take any liberties with the
data -  unlike the hazardous materials  that
seem  to  take  liberties  with  safety
regulations.

Overall,  our  methodology  balanced  the
rigors of academic inquiry with the whimsy
of  unexpected  connections,  much  like
balancing  hazardous  materials  on  a
seesaw. Just don't try balancing hazardous
materials  on a seesaw in real life – that's
definitely  not  in  line  with  standard  safety
protocols!

4. Results

The  analysis  produced  a  Pearson
correlation  coefficient  of  0.7871195,
indicating  a  strong  positive  linear
relationship  between  the  number  of
hazardous  material  removal  workers  in
Kansas  and  the  Google  searches  for
'3Blue1Brown'.  This  coefficient,  along  with
an r-squared value of 0.6195572, suggests
that  approximately  62% of  the variation in
hazardous material removal workers can be
explained by the variation in '3Blue1Brown'
searches.  The  p-value  of  less  than  0.01
provides  strong  evidence  against  the  null
hypothesis of no correlation, lending further
support  to  the  significance  of  the
relationship.

In Fig. 1, the scatterplot visually illustrates
this robust correlation, resembling a dance
between  hazmat  suits  and  mathematical
vectors, if you will. It seems the hazardous
material removal workers are eager to "take
the derivative"  of  their  search queries and

"integrate"  some  mathematical  knowledge
into their off-duty moments.

Now,  while  these  results  may  appear
surprising at first glance, they shed light on
the  peculiar  pathways  through  which
individuals  seek  respite  from  their
occupational  endeavors.  Perhaps  the
hazardous  material  industry  is  not  simply
about  handling  toxic  substances,  but  also
about nurturing a curiosity for the elegance
of  mathematical  principles.  It's  almost  like
finding out that a magician moonlights as a
mathematician,  creating  "probability
illusions" in their spare time.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

This  unlikely  correlation  underscores  the
whimsical nature of human behavior and the
multifaceted  motivations  that  drive  our
information-seeking habits. As we unraveled
this statistical association, we couldn't help
but  note  the  irony  in  hazmat  workers
embarking  on  a  quest  for  '3Blue1Brown',
seeking  mathematical  clarity  after
navigating the murky realms of  hazardous
materials. It's as if they've taken a "quantum
leap" from one complex domain to another.

In  summary,  our  findings  unveil  a
compelling link between hazardous material
removal  workers  and  '3Blue1Brown'
searches,  challenging  traditional
assumptions and leaving us with a statistical
puzzle  that's  as  perplexing  as  a  calculus
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problem  designed  by  a  mischievous
mathematician.

5. Discussion

The  results  of  our  study  have  yielded  a
fascinating correlation between the number
of  hazardous  material  removal  workers  in
Kansas  and  Google  searches  for
'3Blue1Brown'.  The  robust  Pearson
correlation coefficient of 0.7871195 and a p-
value  of  less  than  0.01  provide  strong
evidence  of  a  significant  positive  linear
relationship  between  these  seemingly
disparate variables. This correlation, though
unexpected,  aligns  with  prior  research
showcasing the peculiar  interplay between
online  content  consumption  and
professional pursuits,  as proposed by Doe
et al. in their investigation of online search
patterns and occupational choices.

Now, let's dive deeper into the implications
of this unanticipated connection. It appears
that hazardous material removal workers in
Kansas are not just adept at handling toxic
substances; they also harbor a keen interest
in  the  elegant  world  of  mathematical
concepts  and  visual  representations.  This
peculiar  juxtaposition  mirrors  the  musings
presented  in  Dr.  Emily  Jones'
comprehensive  exploration  of  the
hazardous  material  management  industry,
where we mused about the potential allure
of '3Blue1Brown' for individuals immersed in
the demanding world of hazardous material
removal work.

On  a  somewhat  lighter  note,  the  stark
contrast  between  hazmat  suits  and
mathematical  vectors  depicted  in  our
scatterplot resembles a whimsical dance, as
if  hazmat  workers are eager to “integrate”
some mathematical knowledge into their off-
duty  moments.  It  seems these  individuals
are  not  content  with  just  removing
hazardous materials; they're also striving to
“derive”  additional  knowledge  from  the
captivating  realm  of  '3Blue1Brown'.  The

humor here is as subtle as a derivative joke
at a calculus convention.

In line with theoretical frameworks proposed
by  Dr.  Emily  Jones  and  Professor  Alan
Lightman, our findings bolster the idea that
the captivating allure of '3Blue1Brown' and
its  engaging  mathematical  explanations
could  serve  as  a  welcome  reprieve  for
individuals  immersed  in  the  demanding
world of hazardous material removal work,
akin  to  bringing  a  bit  of  "heart"  to  the
hazmat site, just like our nostalgic reference
to "Captain Planet and the Planeteers."

In  the  end,  this  correlation  enlivens  our
understanding  of  the  unconventional
motivations  that  drive  information-seeking
habits, painting a humorous yet enlightening
picture  of  hazardous  material  workers
embarking  on  a  quest  for  mathematical
clarity after navigating the toxic terrains of
hazardous materials – a scenario that's as
unexpected  as  uncovering  a  hidden  gem
within a hazardous waste site.

Stay  tuned  for  the  next  installment  where
we  explore  the  unexpected  link  between
occupational  safety  inspectors  and  Bob
Ross painting tutorials. Can't resist a good
occupational safety pun!

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has unveiled a
notable correlation between the number of
hazardous  material  removal  workers  in
Kansas  and  the  frequency  of  Google
searches  for  '3Blue1Brown'.  The  robust
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.7871195
and  the  convincingly  low  p-value  provide
compelling  evidence  of  this  unexpected
relationship,  akin  to  stumbling  upon  a
chemical  reaction  that  defies  conventional
wisdom  and  produces  a  surprising
compound.

It appears that hazardous material removal
workers,  amidst  their  encounters  with
perilous substances, harbor a penchant for
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seeking solace in the illuminating world of
mathematical concepts. One might say they
are  applying  the  principles  of  hazardous
material  removal  –  separating  the
substantial  from the  extraneous  –  to  their
leisurely  data  inquiries.  After  all,  who
wouldn't  want  to  "derive"  joy  from
mathematical  musings  after  a  day  of
handling  hazardous  materials?  It's  like
finding  a  hidden  Fibonacci  sequence  in  a
stack  of  toxic  waste  barrels— a  rare  and
unexpected discovery indeed.

While  it  may  seem  far-fetched  at  first
glance,  these  findings  underscore  the
intricate tapestry of human interests and the
delightful  idiosyncrasies  of  our  quest  for
knowledge. Much like a hazardous material
removal  worker  maneuvering  through  a
labyrinth  of  noxious  elements,  individuals
navigate  their  online  pursuits  with  an
enigmatic  curiosity,  unearthing  unexpected
connections in the process.

With  our  research,  we've  scratched  the
surface  of  this  enigmatic  correlation,
revealing  a  statistical  puzzle  that  is  as
thought-provoking  as  a  cryptic  algebraic
equation, or as confounding as a chemistry
experiment gone awry. 

In the words of a witty statistician, "Why did
the statistician call 3Blue1Brown? Because
he heard it was 'statistically significant'!"

In  light  of  these  revelatory  findings,  it's
abundantly clear that no further research is
required  in  this  intriguing  domain.  We
believe  that  we've  sufficiently  'contained'
this  area of  study,  much like  a hazardous
material  removal  worker  'contains'  toxic
substances. It's time to 'decontaminate' our
minds from further speculation and revel in
the  whimsical  yet  statistically  sound
connection we've uncovered.
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